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The coronavirus pandemic has had a big impact on volunteering in the UK. During 

the first lockdown, hundreds of people came forward to help their neighbours and it 

was heart-warming to see this huge community response in the face of a crisis. 

However, as the situation has developed, and organisations are now looking to 

start trying to return to normal, the impact on volunteering is becoming more        

obvious. In this post we are going to look at how the picture of volunteering has 

changed, and consider some of ways that organisations can adapt to ensure their 

services can continue. 

In the summer of 2020, much was made of the rise of the GoodSam app, and the 

quarter of a million people that signed up to support the NHS and our communities 

during the initial wave of the pandemic. In fact, so many people signed up that, at 

least at the beginning, the supply of volunteers offering their help far outweighed 

the demand. People were signing up to the app because of the promise of ad-hoc 

volunteering tasks that people could respond to as and when they were available. 

And many people suddenly were a lot more available due to furlough schemes, 

business closures and social distancing measures put in place due to the virus.  



This ‘volunteer army’ received a lot of coverage in the media, however there were 

other changes happening that were much more threatening to the voluntary sector. 

All of a sudden organisations were unable to provide face-to-face services, their 

volunteers were reluctant to leave their homes, and many of them were being told 

to stay in, or ‘shield’ themselves, due to their age or vulnerability to the virus. This 

all meant that organisations had to either stop or adapt their services, with many 

being delivered virtually via online platforms. They had to either train their existing 

volunteers to use digital delivery methods or find new volunteers that already had 

those skills. Other services stopped completely, and volunteers such as those who 

help in charity shops or social groups, were unable to continue their volunteering 

activities, even if they wanted to.  

Now, as we begin to come out of the other side 

of the pandemic (hopefully), organisations 

would like to get back to normal. The trouble is 

that ‘normal’ still feels a very long way off. With 

the virus still around, people are reluctant to 

socialise or mix with large groups of people, 

the furlough scheme has ended meaning    

people are going back to work, and cancelled 

or postponed social events are being              

re-scheduled meaning people’s calendars are filling up. On top of this, regular   

volunteers that organisations relied upon may no longer be willing to volunteer,  

especially those from the older and more vulnerable groups. People have seen the 

benefits and ease of the task-based volunteering of the GoodSam app, and more 

virtual roles that they can do from their own homes. 

If organisations want to increase their volunteer numbers, they would be sensible 

to take these ideas and changes into consideration. Can they adapt their roles so 

that they can be performed remotely, from volunteers’ own homes? Can they break 

up their roles into smaller tasks that can be performed by more than one            

volunteer? Or can they offer more flexible micro-volunteering roles that people can 

fit in as and when they are available, and around their other commitments? By 

thinking creatively about the types of volunteering opportunities they offer,           

organisations can make them more appealing to potential volunteers, and may be 

able to tap into much wider audiences and pools of talent.  

Even before the pandemic hit, the face of volunteering in the UK was changing. 
People are now busier, with more commitments and time constraints that ever. 
They’re looking for ways to use their existing skills or experiences. And they want 
to help their local communities without having to commit to whole days, or regular 
times. The Covid-19 situation has magnified these and added in extra concerns 
around social distancing and keeping ourselves safe. In order to survive and 



strengthen their organisations, Chief Officers and Volunteer managers need to  
embrace these new ways of volunteering and to offer more varied and flexible    
approaches to allow people to get involved. 

 

  


